ISRAELI COUNTER-TERROR METHODS and HIGH RISK ENTRY

Israeli Immediate Rapid Deployment & High Risk Search

February 17 or February 18 (one day course repeated)
0930 – 1630 Hrs.
$350 for TWO OFFICERS/$195 for ONE OFFICER

Location: Israeli Krav Maga U.S. Training Center, 127 Hwy. 206, Hamilton, NJ 08610

Course Description: This course (dry-fire) will teach law enforcement officers the necessary knowledge, skills, and tactics for immediate rapid deployment against an active shooter along with high risk entry, search, and seizure tactics. Taught by Israeli Special Forces Instructor Nir Maman, this course is based on the standards of the IDF Counter-Terror Academy which certifies all Counter-Terror and Hostage Rescue units in Israel. Some of the topics covered include: counter-terror/instinctive shooting principals, differences between engaging a criminal and a terrorist, controlling and dominating a violent combat engagement, threat identification under stress, engaging an armed terrorist in a crowded environment, CT immediate rapid deployment tactics conducive to civilian populated locations such as schools, shopping malls, and airports, building and room entry, searching, clearing, and take-over tactics for one, two, three, and four man response, active shooter response involving hostages. Also covered is warrant execution against a terrorist or criminal including the specific Israeli search method used to locate, isolate, and extract a violent terrorist/felon. A force-on-force training element will be included using Airsoft facsimile weapons. Nir’s credentials also include teaching at the Sig Sauer Academy.

Required: duty holster/red gun & tactical oriented comfortable dress

Registration: PLEASE CONTACT DAVID KAHN
(609) 921-2001 or israelikrav@gmail.com
ISRAELI KRAV MAGA, 127 U.S. HIGHWAY 206, UNIT 9, HAMILTON, NJ 08610

FOR QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT THE MERCER COUNTY POLICE ACADEMY